Numerical Simulation and Experimental Study on a New Type of Variable-rate Fluidic Sprinkler
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ABSTRACT

Due to the complex structure of the pressure-adjusting device used in most sprinklers for variable irrigation, it is not possible to observe the flow behavior of the water passing through the flow field. In this paper, an integral three dimensional (3D) numerical model based on the structural characteristics of the fluidic sprinkler was constructed to simulate the flow field distribution using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). A new type of fluid sprinkler (BPXH) was used in the experiments. The main stream region and the variable velocity regions were clearly distinguished, and the details of the variations in pressure are discussed. The results indicated that the simulation methodology generated sufficient data to analyze the sprinkler pressure and outlet velocity changes. The minimum error of the difference between the simulation and the test pressure values was 0.049, with a maximum of 0.14. The turbulence model could accurately predict the relationship between the outlet velocity and the wetted radius. The outlet velocity ranged from 12.6 to 17.9 m s\textsuperscript{-1} during the simulation under the variable inlet boundary conditions of the sprinkler. Both the simulation and test values of the wetted radius increased gradually with the sprinkler rotating angle. The absolute error of the simulation and the test ranged from 0.07 to 0.16. Computational fluid dynamics provides a promising tool to help in the design of pressure-adjusting devices using a new type of variable-rate fluidic sprinkler.
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INTRODUCTION

As water supplies become limited, agricultural water use needs to become more efficient to increase water productivity levels. Tso (2004) pointed out that the three most important resources - people, land, and water - must be effectively used to improve agricultural productivity and take advantage of new initiatives. With the rapid development of water-saving agriculture (Ahmadi \textit{et al.}, 2009), sprinkler irrigation has been widely applied due to its high efficiency and economics (Keller and Bliesner, 1990).

Sprinkler is the key component in a sprinkler irrigation system. The performance of the sprinkler directly affects crop yield and water losses. Most studies about sprinkler irrigation have focused on hydraulic performance (Sourell \textit{et al.}, 2003; Hendawi \textit{et al.}, 2005). An analysis of the flow behavior of the water flow in the sprinkler inner field is also important to understand the micro-characteristics of the sprinkler. Researchers have used numerical simulation to solve water flow modeling problems. Wang (2006) analyzed the flow characteristics in the emitter used in drip irrigation inner field using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques and adopted the problem-solving methods used in CFD techniques to irrigation equipment. It can simulate the flow behaviors using CFD to obtain pressure and velocity distribution results (Anderson, 2004). Some
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basic studies have been performed on the inner flow characteristics of sprinklers. In 1933, the designer at the company Rainbird (Li et al., 1995) developed an impact sprinkler for the first time. Experiments were performed to evaluate the inner flow characteristics of the impact sprinkler compartment, and pressure losses were analyzed using ANSYS software (Yan and Jin, 2004; Yan et al., 2007). Yan et al. (2009) performed a 3D turbulent simulation to analyze the flow behavior in an impact sprinkler using CFD techniques and compared the flow rate, static pressure distribution and kinetic energy values of different current stabilizers. In 2005, researchers at Jiangsu University in China developed a new type of fluidic sprinkler. The new sprinkler is shown in Figure 1.

The pressure difference can be modeled discretely as arising from the signal tube, and the direction of the flow can be modified, which provides the force to run the sprinkler. Compared to the sprinklers studied previously, the structure of the new fluidic sprinkler is simpler, and the hydraulic performance is excellent (Li et al., 2010). Studies of the new fluidic sprinkler have focused on the nozzle. In these studies, the inner flow field of the nozzle was simulated, and the pressure distribution was obtained (Yuan et al., 2005; Li et al., 2004).

However, on the basis of these successful studies, few other investigations have been conducted on the full flow field, and studies on complete simulations of the sprinkler have been limited. The micro-characteristics of the sprinkler remain to be evaluated. With the development of Low Energy Precision Application (LEPA), the working pressure can be changed while the sprinkler is running (Fraisse et al., 1995; Perry et al., 2004). Implementing LEPA with the new fluidic sprinkler involves the addition of a pressure-adjusting device at the inlet that can change the working pressure while the sprinkler is running and also change the wetted radius. The structure of the new fluidic sprinkler (BPXH: Marked by the first letter of Chinese pronunciation) with the pressure adjusting device is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

The pressure adjusting device included swivel connection, connecting sleeve, static insert, movement insert, and hollow shaft. When the sprinkler is operating, the inlet section area can be changed, thus, changing the working pressure and the wetted radius. As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, in the variable-rate fluidic sprinkler, one of the moving inserts is stationary and is referred to as the static insert. The static insert is fixed on a swivel connection that does not rotate with the sprinkler. The movement insert is fitted on a hollow shaft that rotates with the sprinkler. The static insert and the movement insert move relative to each other to change the inlet section area, thus, changing the working pressure of the sprinkler. Therefore, the wetted radius changes, and an irregularly shaped spray area can be covered.

Figure 1. The new type of fluidic sprinkler.
Because of the pressure-adjusting device in the sprinkler, an irregular boundary spray area is obtained. As shown in Figure 4, the sprinklers are set at the location of O point. The $R_0$ is the wetted radius of a circle sprinkler, and $R$ is the maximum wetted radius of the new fluidic sprinkler for square spray area. $R(t)$ is the wetted radius, which changes with time, and $b$ is the minimum wetted radius of the new fluidic sprinkler. Therefore, when the sprinkler rotates for a round, the wetted square area with section lines is obtained.

The range and the adjusting device are important parameters of the performance. Therefore, the key compartment of the sprinkler needs to be studied using CFD techniques.

The objective of this study was to model the structure of the new sprinkler features, to conduct a numerical simulation of the flow characteristics of the water field using the commercial CFD program FLUENT software, and to perform experiments to verify the simulation results.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Numerical Simulation

Physical Model and Grid Generation

In this study, the BPXH20 fluidic sprinkler was chosen as the research object for a more...
effective analysis. The physical model was the inner flow channel of the sprinkler.

Grid selection is an important technique to improve accuracy in the numerical simulation method. In this study, an unstructured mesh method was attempted as test/hybrid elements with grid type. Figure 5 shows a view of the grids of the physical model of the structure of the sprinkler used in the simulation. The entire model was meshed into 318,057 units. The mesh sensibility was tested using a smaller cell size, but no influence on the final results was found.

Mathematical Model

The inlet cross-section area was modified by two moving inserts in relative motion, the rotating velocity was \( \omega = 0.06 \text{ rad s}^{-1} \), the material was water and the inlet pressure was higher than 0.2 MPa. The Reynolds number was calculated to be approximately \( 10^7 \). The results showed that the flow field in the sprinkler was turbulent. Therefore, a turbulence model in FLUENT software was used to simulate the flow behavior under every operating condition to ensure a comprehensive analysis, and a steady flow unit was set in the flow channel.

There are some models in FLUENT software including standard \( k - \varepsilon \), RNG \( k - \varepsilon \), realizable \( k - \varepsilon \) and so on. Due to the smallest computational deviation error from the measured results, the standard \( k - \varepsilon \) model equations were chosen in this study. The standard \( k - \varepsilon \) turbulent model, which is generally used for most engineering calculations, was chosen to describe the flow in the sprinkler. The governing equations for the standard \( k - \varepsilon \) turbulent model in FLUENT software are given as follows (John, 2004):

Continuity equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho u_i) = 0
\]

Navier-Stokes equation:

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho u_i)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u_i u_j)}{\partial x_j} = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mu \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} \right) + S_i
\]

\( k \) equation:

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho k)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho ku_i)}{\partial x_i} = \mu_i \left[ \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right] - \rho \varepsilon
\]

\( \varepsilon \) equation:

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \varepsilon)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \varepsilon u_i)}{\partial x_i} = \frac{1}{2} \rho C_{e1} \varepsilon \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \rho C_{e2} \left[ \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_j} \right] - \rho C_{e2} \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k + \sqrt{\varepsilon} \theta}
\]

Where, \( k \) = Turbulent kinetic energy; \( \varepsilon \) = Rate of dissipation; \( \rho \) = Fluid density; \( u \) = Velocity of the flow at \( x \) component; \( x \) = Displacement vector; \( \mu \) = Fluidic viscosity; \( p \) = Pressure; \( S_i \) = Source term; \( v \) = Velocity of the flow at \( y \) component; \( t \) = Time; \( i \) and \( j \) = Vectors, \( C_{e1}, C_{e2} \) and \( \sigma \) = Correcting coefficients.

Values of temperature during irrigation are not very large, hence, the flow in sprinkler are incompressible. These equations are used for calculating the moving fluid element of flow in the sprinkler. After calculation and solving Equations (1) to (4),
the velocity and pressure in the flow field can be obtained.

### Boundary Conditions and the Numerical Method

Generally, sprinkle irrigation is implemented at a given pressure. This sprinkler works under variable pressure because of the pressure-adjusting device, that is, the inlet of the sprinkler does not keep a fixed pressure. The pressure and flow rate values at the different rotating angles of the sprinkler were adjusted. As shown in Figure 6, the movement insert and static insert were in the rotating angle of 0 to 45 degrees and the black part was the flow cross section. The movements insert rotated deasil and the angle increased. For square spraying shape, the varied flow cross section from 0° to 45° is the same with 45° to 90°, from 0° to 90° is the same with 90° to 180°, from 0° to 180° is the same with 180° to 360°. The flow can be calculated with rotation angle from 0° to 45°, and the values of other angles can be symmetrical. The flow rates were verified by test values. The velocity values were obtained from the flow value and the inlet section area. Next, the inlet boundary condition was set by the velocity, and the outlet boundary condition was set by the outflow. The inlet boundary conditions for the velocities used are shown in Table 1.

In near-wall treatment, three kinds of methods are available as Standard wall functions, Non-equilibrium wall functions, and Enhanced wall treatment. With the advantages of less computation time and iteration steps, Standard wall functions were implemented. The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations were solved by using a SIMPLE Consistent (SIMPLEC) algorithm (embedded in FLUENT) proposed by Van Doormal and Raithby (1984). Compared to the impact of the water pressure, the effect of gravity was considered low and, therefore, the gravity of water was neglected. The convergence precision of the calculation was set at 0.0001.

### Wetted Radius Calculation

We can also calculate the wetted radius by the formula developed by Tuo et al. (2006):

\[
R = \frac{1}{K} \ln \left[ \theta + K \sqrt{\frac{1}{V_0}} \cos \theta \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{K_g}} + \arctan \left( \frac{K}{g} \right) \right) \sin \theta \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{K_g}} + \arctan \left( \frac{K}{g} \right) \right) \left( V_0 \sin \theta \right)
\]

Where, \( R = \) Wetted radius of the sprinkler (m); \( V_0 = \) (m s\(^{-1}\)); \( \theta = \) Angle of the sprinkler

---

**Table 1.** The inlet boundary conditions of the sprinkler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotation angle (°)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate (m(^3) h(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 6.** The flow cross section of the movement insert and static insert
(30°); \( g = \) Acceleration due to gravity (m s\(^{-2}\)), \( h = \) Installation height (1.2 m).

In Equation (5), the coefficient \( K \) is calculated as follows:

\[
K = \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{C_d}{d} \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_w} \right)
\]  

Where, \( C_d = \) The frictional resistance coefficient determined by the Reynolds number. In this paper, the Reynolds number is greater than 2320, and the value of the frictional resistance coefficient is 0.44. \( \rho_a = \) Air density (1.29 kg m\(^{-3}\)); \( d = \) Diameter of the sprinkler nozzle (8 mm), \( \rho_w = \) Water density (1\( \times \)10\(^3\) kg m\(^{-3}\)).

Therefore, the coefficient \( K \) can be calculated, and Equation (5) can be simplified as follows:

\[
R = 18.79 \ln \left( 1 + 0.006V_0^2 + 0.00072V_0 \right)
\]  

In Equation (7), when the \( V_0 \) value is obtained, the wetted radius can be calculated.

Experimental Procedure

The experimental platform was set up in the indoor laboratory of the Research Center of Fluid Machinery Engineering and Technology at Jiangsu University in China. There were no obstacles in the laboratory, and wind interference was eliminated. The experiments were conducted according to the standards of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE) S436.1 and S398.1. The equipment for the experiment included the fluidic sprinkler (model BPXH20, Shanghai Watex Water-economizer Technology Co, Ltd.), pipeline, pump system, and water collectors. The values of the pressure and flow rates for each sample were recorded, the experiment was performed three times, and the wetted radius was calculated ten times and then averaged.

The wetted area of square shape for the sprinkler is shown in Figure 7. The sprinkler was set in the center of the wetted area and, when the sprinkler rotated for a round, the pressure-adjusted device worked and produced a square wetted shape.

Although the wetted radius and uniformity experiments can be used to obtain the hydraulic performance of the sprinkler, they cannot be used to evaluate the small flow fields inside the channels. Consequently, an experiment was conducted using the test apparatus depicted schematically in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, water was pumped...
from the reservoir by a centrifugal pump (model IS80-50-250), and the volume of the water flowing through the sprinkler channels was measured using a flow meter (model MF/E500121100EH11). To measure pressure difference between points A and B, pressure sensors A and B (model WT1151GP) were set at the points A and B, respectively. As shown in Figure 9, the flow characteristic through the pressure adjusting device and to the outlet, a distance of 50 mm, is stable. Impact of different distances (40, 50, 60, 70 mm) from the inlet were compared and little variations were found for the influence of pressure at 50, 60, and 70 mm distances. But, at the distance of 40 mm, the flow characteristic was unstable. Therefore, 50 mm of point A from the inlet was chosen. The measurement range was 0 to 1 MPa, and the precision was ±2%. When the sprinkler was rotated, the pressure sensors detected a change in the pressure value in the sprinkler inner flow field. The data acquisition and collection were performed using LabVIEW software ver. 8.2 (National Instrument Corp., Austin, Texas). The data sampling frequency rate was set at 1,000 Hz.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the Flow Characteristics

Figure 10 shows the velocity contours of the pressure-adjusting device and the velocity distribution when the sprinkler rotation occurred at low pressure. The mainstream region and the variable velocity regions were clearly distinguished. The water flows through the pressure-adjusting device and the recirculation developed above the clearance can be seen in Figure 10. The flow pattern is turbulent. Figure 11 shows the velocity value in different distance from inlet cross section in different rotating angles. It can be seen in Figure 11 that the velocity value increased with increase in the rotating angle.

Variation of Pressure

Figure 12 shows the pressure distribution of the sprinkler at different angles. The pressure increased as the angle of rotation of the sprinkler increased. The average pressure value at a 50 mm distance from the
Figure 11. The velocity value in different distances from inlet cross section in different rotating angles.

Figure 12. The pressure distribution of the sprinkler.

As shown in Figure 13, the pressure increased as the rotating angle increased and the minimum and maximum pressure values were 0.128 and 0.265 MPa, respectively. At a distance of 50 mm from the inlet, the pressure changes with the rotating angle of the sprinkler. All statistical analyses were
conducted using a 95% confidence interval. A second-order polynomial regression line 
\( y = 0.00004x^2 + 0.00138x + 0.12859 \)
where \( y \) is the pressure value at a location 50 mm from the sprinkler, \( x \) is the rotation angle of the sprinkler, and \( r^2 = 0.99988 \) was fitted to pressure and angle of rotation to estimate the difference between the test data and the simulation data.

Figure 13. The pressure value at a 50 mm distance from the inlet of the sprinkler.

As shown in Figure 4, every quadrant is one period, and there are four quadrants for a complete round. The wetted radius for the square spraying area changed over four periods for a round when the sprinkler rotating and the inlet and outlet pressure also changed over those four periods. Therefore, we selected half of the periods over which the pressure fluctuated and transformed the pressure as a function of the angle of rotation instead of time. The simulation and test values were compared, and the results are presented in Figure 15.

As seen in Figure 15, the tendencies of the pressure \( P_A \) remained fairly constant. From 6.0 to 8.0 seconds, the pressure \( P_B \) increased. The minimum error of the difference between the simulation and the test pressure values was 0.049, while the maximum was 0.14. This indicated a very good agreement between simulation and test results. In contrast, the simulation values were larger than the experimental values during the period from 6.75 to 8.0 seconds. This is because the physical model is extremely clean, while, in reality, the sprinkler cannot be expected to be as clean; thus, during the sprinkler rotation, the axial clearance of the moving inserts may not be in good agreement with the physical model in the simulation. Therefore, the simulation results overestimated the pressure in the system.

Figure 14. Pressure values for sections A and B.

Figure 15. Comparison of the relationship between pressure and time from the simulation and the test.
Relationship of the Outlet Velocity and Wetted Radius

Theoretically, the outlet velocity plays an important role in determining the performance of the sprinkler wetted radius. The relationship between the outlet velocity and the wetted radius has to be determined to ensure the accuracy of the simulation model. When the sprinkler was rotating, the outlet velocity changed with the rotating angle. In this study, the lowest working pressure was found at the lowest section area and at an angle of zero degree. The sprinkler working pressure was changed in four periods, and a square shaped spraying area was obtained. The outlet velocity distributions of sprinkler nozzle areas are shown in Figure 16.

The sectional average velocity of the outlet at different angles was derived from the simulation, the outlet velocity ranged from 12.6 to 17.9 m s\(^{-1}\) during the simulation under the variable inlet boundary conditions of the sprinkler. The changed curve of the outlet velocity at different angles is presented in Figure 17, which shows that the outlet velocity increased gradually with the angle of rotation of the sprinkler. This occurs because the working pressure gradually increased with the sectional area of the sprinkler inlet. Therefore, the outlet velocity and the working pressure increased with the rotating angle.

The outlet velocity can be determined from the wetted radius. From the relationship between the outlet velocity and the wetted radius, the \(V_0\) value in Equation (7) is derived by using the simulated velocity at the outlet. The relationship between the angle and the wetted radius obtained by simulation and experimentally, respectively, is shown in Figure 18. The values from simulation and experimentation were compared under the same conditions.

As seen in Figure 18, both the simulation
and test values of the wetted radius increase gradually with increase in the rotation angle of sprinkler and the two curves are almost parallel to each other; but, the test value is lower than the simulation value. The relative error of the simulation and test values ranged from 0.07 to 0.16. As well known, the bigger the pressure, the longer is the wetted radius. The reasons for the simulation values being larger than the test values of pressure apply to the wetted radius as well.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, we conducted numerical simulations on the internal flow of the new fluidic sprinkler and performed experiments on the flow fields in the channels and on the hydraulic performance. We obtained the following results:

The turbulence model was applied in a simulation and the results indicated that the turbulence model can accurately predict the working pressure and the relationship between the outlet velocity and the wetted radius. By comparing the flow fields of the pressure-adjusting device, obtained by calculation and experiment, it is feasible to employ LabVIEW software to measure the flow characteristics. The variation in pressure was characterized and the minimum error of the difference between the simulation and test pressure values was 0.049, with a maximum value of 0.14. The average velocity value of the outlet at different angles of rotation was derived from the simulation, and both the simulation and test values for the wetted radius increased gradually with increase in the sprinkler rotation angle. The absolute error of the simulation and test ranged from 0.07 to 0.16. This shows that the turbulence model for simulation provides accurate results for the new variable-rate fluidic sprinkler. The mainstream region and the variable velocity regions were clearly distinguished. According to the flow fields, structural optimization schemes for the channels can improve the performance of the sprinkler.
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شبه سازی عددی و مطالعه آزمایشی نوع جدیدی از آبپاشهای سیالی (Fluidic) با دیپ متغیر

چبده

به لحاظ چپچپ گی ساختار دستگاه تنظیم فشار که در بیشتر آپاشها برای آبپاش سیالی مغزی گیر کار می‌رود، مشاهده شناخت جریان آبی که از میدان جریان گذشته اورکند مقدار نیست. در این مطالعه، یک مدل عددی درکاری کیکارچه و سه بعدی که مبتنی بر ویژگی‌های ساختاری آپاشهای سیالی برای شده بود برای شبیه‌سازی نوع جدید آپاش سیال (BPXH) مورد تحقیق قرار گرفت و ناحیه اصلی جریان و ناحیه با سرعت متغیر به وضوح از هم تمایز داده شد و جزئیات تغییرات فشار مورد بحث قرار گرفت. نتایج حاکی از آن است که روش شبیه‌سازی می‌تواند داده‌های کافی برای تجزیه و تحلیل تغییرات فشار آپاش و سرعت خروج را فراهم کند. کمترین اشباه بین مقدار فشار به دست آمده از مدل شبیه سازی و داده‌های اندازه‌گیری برابر 0/49/و حد اکثر آن 0/140/بود. یافته‌های مطالعه نشان میدهد که مدل آشوبی می‌تواند رابطه میان سرعت خروجی و شعاع خیس شده را به‌خوبی پیش بینی کند. سرعت خروج در طی فرآیند شبیه‌سازی و تحت شرایط مرزی متغیر ورودی آپاش بین 17/9 تا 16/79 متر در ثانیه متغیر بود. نیز، شعاع خیس شده شبیه سازی شده و اندازه گیری شده و در به دنبال آفرود به ناحیه یا تغییر در افزایش زاویه جریان آپاش بیشتر شدن. مقدار اشباه مطلوب در شبیه‌سازی و اندازه گیری آزمایشی بین 16/7 و 16/0 بوده و این قرار در طرای مطالعه تنظیم فشار برای نوع جدیدی از آپاشهای سیالی با دیپ متغیر، کار بر اصول دینامیک سیالات محسوب می‌شود و سیال خوبی است.
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